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Abstract
Numerous worthwhile results have been published in the last two decades on validation of logic controllers by using formal methods like model-checking or conformance testing. Whatever the merits of these contributions, the first approach considers only a model of the control code while the second one focuses on an isolated controller that executes this code. However, from a control engineering point of view, validation of a logic controller requires also to analyze the behavior of the controller when it is connected to the plant it must control to form a closed-loop system. This paper proposes a method to check, from observation of I/O events, whether the behavior of such a controller conforms to its specification. The principle of this method is to build a model of the closed-loop system from the observed I/O events then to compare this model to the specification model. A criterion to terminate the observation step is defined by using previous results on identification of discrete event systems. This method is illustrated on a small example.

1 Introduction

As defined in [2], validation consists in checking that the product does the right thing or with other words that the product conforms to its specification. Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC) are products which are more and more integrated in automated systems, even to perform critical functions; this explains why validation of PLC is gaining an always increasing interest. This paper focuses on the validation of a mono-tasking PLC with cyclic input and output (I/O) scanning that executes an implementation of a logic control that has been specified to control a given plant.

A possible solution to meet this objective is to use formal verification techniques, like model-checking [4][1]. This valuable approach ensures an exhaustive analysis of a model of the logic control but not of an implementation of this control. Therefore, it is surely necessary but not sufficient to fully validate a PLC.

A promising approach to analyze an implemented control is conformance testing [3][8][10]. This approach can be decomposed in two phases: test sequence construction and test execution. The aim of the first phase is to build an input sequence, called test sequence, from the specification model. A test objective must be defined before building this sequence; for non-timed critical systems whose specification is described by a finite state machine, an usual test objective is to cross at least once every transition of the machine. This input sequence is then applied to the implementation under test, a PLC in this paper, during test execution. The sequence of outputs that are emitted by the PLC is then observed and compared with the expected output sequence defined by the specification.

It must be clearly underlined that, during the execution of the test, the PLC is connected to a test-bench that generates the input sequence and observes the output sequence but not to the plant which must be controlled. Hence, the observed behavior is that of the PLC in isolation and not of the PLC in a closed-loop. The state space that corresponds to the observations is therefore larger than the state space that describes the evolutions of the PLC connected to the plant, because in the latter case the evolutions of the PLC are constrained by those of the plant. This implies that the results of the conformance test cannot be completely applied in the real operational conditions. In particular, a negative conformance verdict may come either from an error in the implemented logic control or from a situation that is not possible in the closed-loop because it is not reachable owing to the structure of the plant (limitations on some movements, inter-locked actuators, etc.).

This explains why we propose in this paper a method
to validate a PLC that executes an implementation of a logic control from observation of I/O events in a closed-loop system. It will be assumed that the plant is faultless and that no plant model is available; only a model of the specification of the logic control is given. Validation will be performed by observing the I/O events of the controller, building a model of the closed-loop system from these observations then comparing this model to the specification model, as illustrated at Figure 1. It may be noted that the closed-loop includes a real PLC and a real or simulated plant; the last solution fits very well the recent needs for HIL (Hardware In the Loop) validation where a model of the plant is connected to a real controller.

2 Background

2.1 Specification model

In this paper, the specification model is assumed to be a Mealy machine. This choice has been motivated by the fact that a Mealy machine is a formal class of finite automata for which transitions are labeled by two elements that represent the input values read and the output values emitted by the controller in one cycle.

Formally, the specification model is a Mealy machine defined by a 6-tuple \((I_{\text{Spec}}, O_{\text{Spec}}, S_{\text{Spec}}, s_{\text{init}}, \delta_{\text{Spec}}, \lambda_{\text{Spec}})\) where:

- \(I_{\text{Spec}}\) is the input alphabet
- \(O_{\text{Spec}}\) is the output alphabet
- \(S_{\text{Spec}}\) is a finite set of states \(s_i\)
- \(s_{\text{init}}\) is the initial state
- \(\delta_{\text{Spec}} : S_{\text{Spec}} \times I_{\text{Spec}} \rightarrow S_{\text{Spec}}\) is the transition function
- \(\lambda_{\text{Spec}} : S_{\text{Spec}} \times I_{\text{Spec}} \rightarrow O_{\text{Spec}}\) is the output function

Let \(V_I\) be the set of input variables and \(V_O\) be the set of output variables of the PLC. The input alphabet \(I_{\text{Spec}}\) (resp. output alphabet \(O_{\text{Spec}}\)) of the machine is composed of all combinations of input (output) variables. The dimension of \(I_{\text{Spec}}\) (\(O_{\text{Spec}}\)) is \(|I_{\text{Spec}}| = 2^{|V_I|}\) \((|O_{\text{Spec}}| = 2^{|V_O|})\) and each element of the input (output) alphabet is represented by a minterm\(^1\) defined on \(V_I\) (\(V_O\)). Hence, every input (output) event of the model corresponds to a combination of the input (output) variables of the PLC.

The following assumptions are to be made to build a conformance test sequence from this specification model:

- The transition function is complete and deterministic (i.e. every transition \(\delta(s \times i_{\text{Spec}})\) with \(s \in S\) and \(i_{\text{Spec}} \in I_{\text{Spec}}\) is defined once and only once).
- Each state is distinguishable from the other ones by observation of the output.
- There is no transient evolution, i.e. no input change causes successive changes of state or emitted output.

A simple Mealy machine where these assumptions are verified is given at Figure 2.

2.2 Identification of discrete event systems

Identification of a discrete event system (DES) consists in building a formal model of this system from observation of I/O events and possibly from a priori knowledge about its internal structure. The formal model can be represented by using finite automata \([7][11]\) or Petri Nets \([9][6]\). Identification techniques may be classified

\[^1\]A minterm defined on a set of \(n\) Boolean variables is the conjunction of all these variables in their positive or complemented form.
into two categories: black-box identification and gray-box identification. No knowledge on the system structure is available in the first approach while partial information about the system to identify is given in the second one. [5], for instance, presents a gray-box identification technique for Petri Nets by assuming that either the number of places and transitions or an upper bound of the number of places is known.

This work considers only identification of DES represented by automata because the specification model is given in the form of an automaton; as the principle of the validation method which is proposed is to compare a model constructed from observations with the specification model, the choice of the formalism is straightforward. Moreover, the construction of the model of the closed-loop system is an example of gray-box identification where the specification model is a superset of the model to build, as it will be detailed in section 3.

The issue mentioned at the end of the introduction: definition of an appropriate termination criterion of the observation step, will be solved by using the results presented in [7]. This reference describes an identification technique to build an automaton that will be used later as a reference model for diagnosis. The identified model must generate every observed event sequence of given length, and only these sequences; a termination criterion of the observation step to meet this objective is defined.

3 Overall description of the approach

The aim of this work is to propose a method to validate a PLC that executes an implementation of a logic control from observation of I/O events in a closed-loop system. This method comprises three steps:

- Observation of I/O events,
- Construction of the model of the closed-loop system from these observations,
- Comparison of this model with the specification model.

The last two steps can be performed off-line, once a sequence of events is observed, or on-line, as soon as a new I/O event is observed.

3.1 Observation of I/O events

An input (respectively output) event corresponds to the change of at least one input (output) variable of the PLC. An I/O event is then built by reading the input and output variables (information from/to the plant) at the end of each PLC cycle and keeping only the combinations which correspond to the change of at least one variable. It will be assumed in what follows that every change is detected.

A sequence of I/O events is merely built by concatenation of I/O events.

3.2 Construction of the model of the closed-loop system

This model is a priori unknown and must be built by identification. A gray-box approach can be used, because the language accepted by the model of the closed-loop system is included inside the language of the specification, if the controller conforms to the specification, as it is detailed below.

3.2.1 Controller, plant and closed-loop system models

If the specification is modeled by a Mealy machine, the plant and the controller must obviously be modeled by Mealy machines which share the alphabets $I_{Spec}$ and $O_{Spec}$: $I_{Spec}$ ($O_{Spec}$) is the input (output) alphabet of the controller model and the output (input) alphabet of the plant model. The two models are therefore synchronized and the evolutions of each of them are restricted by the other model; a plant model may, for instance, represent constraints on sensors values (i.e. two limit switches are never True at the same time in a faultless plant) that limit the evolutions of the controller model.

The set of all evolutions of an automaton can be represented by a language. If $L_p$ is the language accepted by the model of the plant and $L_c$ the language accepted by the model of the controller\(^\text{2}\), the language accepted by the model of the closed-loop system $L_{cls}$ is the intersection of these two languages, as represented at Figure 3. This figure shows that the language $L_{cls}$ is included into the specification language. Hence, identification of the closed-loop system consists in finding a subset of the specification model that complies with the observed I/O events, assuming that the controller conforms to the specification.

3.2.2 Construction method

From the previous analysis, each observed I/O event may be interpreted as the label of a transition from an upstream state to a downstream state in the specification model.

---

\(^{2}\)If the controller conforms to its specification, this model is the specification model.
model. Therefore, the principle to construct the model of the closed-loop, starting from the initial state $s_{init}$, is to select the states and transitions in the specification model that correspond to the observed I/O events. The algorithm that performs this operation is formally defined at section 4.

3.2.3 Termination of the observation step

If the model of the closed-loop system was identical to the specification model, the observation step would be finished when the firing of every transition of the specification was observed at least once. This condition does not commonly hold however. The model to identify is not complete and the firing of some transitions will be never observed. To determine the termination of the observation step, the following strategy has been developed (Figure 4):

- Each time the firing of a new transition is observed, a counter is incremented; the current value of this counter represents the number of transitions whose at least one firing has been observed.

- When the value of this counter has not changed during a pre-defined time, the observation step stops. The criterion to terminate the observation step is thus that no firing of a transition which has not been previously fired has been observed during a sufficiently long time.

3.3 Validation of the controller

The discussion of 3.2 assumed that the controller conformed to the specification. If this is not the case, for at least one state of the specification model, at least one observed I/O event will not correspond to the label of a transition starting from this state. Hence, if it is possible for the whole sequence of observed I/O events, to interpret every event as the firing of a transition of the specification model that starts from the active state, the controller is declared valid; otherwise, it does not conform to the specification. With other words, validation can be performed during the construction of the model of the closed-loop system. If this model can be fully identified from the specification model and the whole sequence of observed I/O events, the controller is validated.

4 Construction of the model of the closed-loop system

This section will present the algorithm to build the model of the closed-loop system and validate the controller. This model is a Mealy machine defined by a 6-tuple $(I_{cls}, O_{cls}, S_{cls}, s_{initcls}, \delta_{cls}, \lambda_{cls})$. According to the previous section, its two alphabets are identical to those of the specification. Its initial state is also the initial state of the specification; the implementation of the logic control in the PLC would be non-conform otherwise. The set of states $S_{cls}$, as well as the transition and output functions are subsets of the corresponding elements of the specification, however. The previous 6-tuple is therefore formally defined as follows:

- $I_{cls} = I_{Spec}$
- $O_{cls} = O_{Spec}$
- $S_{cls} \subseteq S_{Spec}$
- $s_{initcls} = s_{init}$
- $\delta_{cls} \subseteq \delta_{Spec}$
- $\lambda_{cls} \subseteq \lambda_{Spec}$

The construction of this model from a sequence of observed I/O events is described by the Algorithm 1. Only the initial state is known at the beginning and there is no element in the transition function $\delta_{cls}$ and in the output function $\lambda_{cls}$. For each observed I/O event, the algorithm
states and Boolean combinations of variables. The machine includes bets of this Mealy machine comprise respectively $V$ variables.

5.1 Specification model

5.2 Example of observed I/O sequence

The input and output values are observed in the PLC and are stored under the form:

$$IO = \left( \begin{array}{c} G_o \\ G_c \\ Car \\ ReC \end{array} \right), \left( \begin{array}{c} Open \\ Close \end{array} \right)$$

(1)

The beginning of the observed sequence is:\n
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5 Example

5.1 Specification model

The basic example presented Figure 5\textsuperscript{34} will be used to illustrate the results of this work. This model represents the specification of a logic controller with four input variables $V_I = \{G_o, G_c, Car, Rec\}$ and two output variables $V_O = \{Open, Close\}$. The input and output alphabets of this Mealy machine comprise respectively 16 and 4 Boolean combinations of variables. The machine includes 3 states and 48 transitions (16 transitions for every state to ensure completeness).

\textsuperscript{3}The operator $\cdot$ represents the operator of conjunction and $\sim$ represents the complement.

\textsuperscript{4}For clarity reasons, when several transitions start from the same upstream state and arrive to the same downstream state, only an arrow is drawn between these states.

\textsuperscript{5}Where T (resp. F) means that the value of the variable is True (resp. False)
5.3 Construction of the model of the closed-loop system

As the initial state is known and the specification model is deterministic, it is thus possible to find, for each I/O event, the only corresponding transition and its downstream state, if the controller conforms to the specification. For example, the first observed I/O event is:

\[ IO = \begin{bmatrix} F \\ T \\ F \\ F \end{bmatrix}, \begin{bmatrix} F \\ F \end{bmatrix} \]

with \( i_{Spec} = [e] \) and \( o_{Spec} = [A] \). From the initial state (state 1) of the specification model, this I/O event corresponds to the self-loop on this state labeled \([e]/[A]\). The transition and output functions are respectively \( \delta_{Spec}(1, [e]) = 1 \) and \( \lambda_{Spec}(1, [e]) = [A] \).

If a fired transition in the specification model is written:

\[ t_{fired} = \begin{bmatrix} s_u \\ s_d \\ i_{Spec} \end{bmatrix} \]

where \( s_u, s_d \) and \( i_{Spec} \) represent respectively the upstream state, downstream state and input event of this transition, the sequence of fired transitions in the specification model that corresponds to (2) is:

\[ T_{fired} = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 1 & 3 \\ 1 & 3 & 3 \\ [e] & [g] & [g] \\ 3 & 3 & 2 \\ [c] & [a] & [i] \\ 2 & 2 & 1 \\ [i] & [a] & [e] \\ 1 & 1 & ... \end{bmatrix} \]

It must be noted that ten transition firings are associated to only seven observed events. The second event corresponds indeed to the firing of a transition that provokes a change of the active state (from state 1 to state 2) and is immediately followed by the firing of the self-loop on the new active state.

The whole identified model of the closed-loop system is presented at Figure 6. This model contains 3 states and 36 transitions. This means that 12 transitions of the specification model that correspond to the combinations of input values where \( G_c \) and \( G_o \) are both \( True \), are not possible in the model of the closed-loop.

5.4 Termination of the observation

The evolution of the counter of observed fired transitions for the complete I/O sequence is represented at Figure 7. The value of this counter converges to 36; no firing of a transition which has not been fired previously is observed once this value reached.

5.5 Case of a non valid controller

It has been assumed in 5.3 and 5.4 that the controller conformed to the specification. The aim of this section is to show how a flawed implementation of the specification can be detected during the construction of the model of the closed-loop system. It will be assumed to meet this objective that the following I/O event sequence is observed from the initial state:
The principle of this contribution is to build a model of the operational conditions and not in specific test conditions. The main interest of this work is to provide a verdict about the correctness of the controller from observations in real closed-loop system by checking whether the complete sequence of observed I/O events can be interpreted as a sequence of transitions of the specification model; if this is not the case, the PLC is not validated. The whole method has been also illustrated on a simple but relevant example.

On-going work is aiming at extending these results by considering that the I/O events are observed outside the PLC, while it has been assumed in this paper that they are obtained from the internal variables of the PLC. This new approach will require to integrate in the analysis the delays and unexpected synchronization mechanisms introduced by the I/O scanning cycle. In spite of these difficulties, this new approach seems promising for HIL systems where the PLC is connected to a simulated plant because it does not require any knowledge of the internal structure of the controller.

\[ \sigma_{\text{obs}} = \begin{pmatrix} (F, F) \&(F, F) \&(T, T) \&(F, F) \\ (T, F) \&(F, F) \&(F, F) \&(F, F) \end{pmatrix} \]

The first three I/O events are identical to those of (2); only the fourth one is different. Hence, by using the Algorithm 1, the first four transitions of the sequence of fired transitions derived from these observations (5) are identical to those of (3). The fifth one is the empty set, however. When the fourth event is observed indeed, the state 3 is the active state but there is no transition with the corresponding label ([a]/[A]) that starts from this state in the specification model. The controller does not conform to the specification.

\[ T_{\text{fired}} = \begin{pmatrix} 1 & 1 & 3 & 3 \\ [e] & [g] & [g] & [g] \\ 3 & 3 & [c] & \emptyset \end{pmatrix} \]

6 Conclusion and perspectives

This paper has presented a method to validate a PLC from observation of I/O events in a closed-loop system. The main interest of this work is to provide a verdict about the correctness of the controller from observations in real operational conditions and not in specific test conditions. The principle of this contribution is to build a model of the closed-loop system by checking whether the complete sequence of observed I/O events can be interpreted as a sequence of transitions of the specification model; if this is not the case, the PLC is not validated. The whole method has been also illustrated on a simple but relevant example.
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